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1. INTRODUCTION 
If R is an (associative) ring with unit, let GL,(R) be the group of inver- 
tible n x n matrices over R under multiplication, and let E,(R) be the 
subgroup generated by the elementary transvections 1 + reij for 1 < i, j < n, 
i #j and r in R, where eij is the matrix whose only nonzero entry is 1, 
appearing in the i, j-position. Let GL(R) = U,GL,(R) and E(R) = U,E,(R) 
with the identifications 
Then E(R) is the commutator subgroup [GL(R), GL(R)] and K,(R) = 
GL(R)/E(R). Denote by wd (for Whitehead determinant) the composite 
GL,(R) + GL(R) -+ K,(R). 
* During the research and preparation of this paper the authors were partially supported by 
NSF Grants MC!&8101667 (B.M.) and MCS-8002801 (L.V.). 
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Any determinant map ordinarily defined on GL,(R) for all n > 1 factors 
through wd. 
The original and a continuing use of K, is the study of Wh(G) = K,(ZG)/ 
wd(fG) as a target group for the Whitehead torsion of homotopy 
equivalences between finite CW-complexes with fundamental group G. To 
realize elements of Wh(G) as Whitehead torsions, it is necessary to represent 
them by matrices in GL(ZG). The dimensions of these matrices have a 
bearing on ease of computations, their recognizability as Whitehead torsions 
and the dimensions of CW-complexes which may be used (see IS]). Clearly 
Wh(G) is represented by n x n matrices if and only if wd: GL,(HG)-+ 
K,(ZG) is surjective; the goal here is to minimize n. 
We assume throughout that G is a finite group. For the advantages of 
generality we replace QG by any finite dimensional semisimple Q-algebra A, 
and ZG by a Z-order U in A. Since the additive group of U is finitely 
generated, wd : G&(U) + Ki(%) is surjective (see [2, p. 5391 or [ 17, p. 3861). 
We say x in K,(U) is represented by a unit if it lies in wd GL,(‘U). 
When ‘?I is commutative, there is a split short exact sequence, 
l+SK,(‘U)c,K,(2l)~GL,(‘ZI)+ 1, (l-1) 
where det : K,(a) + GL,(U) is induced by the determinant on representative 
matrices, and SK,(U) is defined as its kernel. So K,(a) is represented by 
units if and only if SK,(%) = 1. By results in [ 11, SK,(ZG) vanishes for a 
finite abelian group G if and only if either G z ((2,)’ or each Sylow p- 
subgroup has the form Z,, or ZP x E,,. 
In the noncommutative case the determinant must be replaced by 
v: K,(U) + GL ,(-Z(A)), induced by the reduced norm 
v,,: GL,,(W c. G&,(A) -+ GL,(P(A)), 
where %(A) denotes the center of A. Let SK,(%) be the kernel of v. (Since A 
is a finite dimensional semisimple Q-algebra, SK,(%) is the kernel of 
K,(B) + K,(A), and this property is sometimes used to define SK,(%).) In 
general the connection between SK,(%) and wd GL,(%) is much more subtle 
than in the commutative case (where v = det). 
We gather the simple components of A to obtain a decomposition 
A = V @ C @ H where C is the sum of all commutative components of A 
and iY is the sum of those components which are totally definite quaternion 
algebras. When H = 0, A is called Eichler, and 
SL,(A) = ker(v, : GL,(A)+ GL,(%(A))) 
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satisfies a strong approximation theorem. In Sections 2-5, strong approx- 
imation for SL, and row reduction methods developed for Lemmas 6.7 and 
6.8 in [ 181 are used to characterize 2 x 2 elementary matrices over a (two- 
sided) ideal of an order in a simple component of I’. This result 
(Theorem 5.1) is used in Section 6 to prove (Theorem 6.2) that x in K,(a) is 
represented by a unit if and only if its image in K,(D) is represented by a 
unit, where a is the image of % in C @ H. 
When A is Eichler, the splitting of (1.1) generalizes to an exact sequence 
(Theorem 6.3), 
GL,(‘U) * Kl(91) -% SK,(%) --t 1, (1.2) 
where Q is the image of ‘u in C. In the case of group rings, (1.2) takes the 
form 
GL,(ZG) 4 K,(ZG) --% SK,@ [Gab]) --+ 1, (1.3) 
where Gab is the abelianization of G. 
Finally, examples are given to show what can happen to (1.3) when QG is 
not Eichler; that is, when G surjects onto some non-abelian subgroup of the 
unit quaternions SL,(lH). Example 6.9 shows that elements in the kernel of 
SK,(HG) + SK,@ [Gab]) can fail to be represented by units. In Section 7, 
the generalized quaternion groups Q, (of order 4n) are studied; here, 
SK,(ZQ,) E SK,@! [Q;b]) = 1 f or any n. We show that K,(ZQ,) is not 
represented by units if n = 4p for any prime p = -1 (mod S), but that 
K,(ZQ,) is represented by units whenever n is a power of 2. For any prime 
p, K,(ZQ,) is represented by units if and only if the class number h, of the 
cyclotomic field a(&,) is odd. 
Unfortunately, there was a mistake in Section 7 in the original preprint of 
this paper. The last statement in that version of Lemma 7.4 is wrong; and 
that implied in turn that Lemma 7.5(a), part of Lemma 7.15, and Note 7.21 
required modification. We believe that all the mistakes have been corrected 
in the current version. 
2. SOME GENERAL STABILITY RESULTS 
Suppose S is an (associative) ring with unit and J is a (two-sided) idea1 of 
S. Let E,(J) be the subgroup of GL,(S) generated by all transvections 
1 n + xeij (for x E J, i #j, 1 < i, j < n), where 1 n is the n x n identity matrix 
and eij is the n x n matrix whose only nonzero entry is 1, appearing in the i, 
j-position. 
For typographical convenience we often write columns of length n > 2 as 
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transposed rows, denoting the transpose of a matrix M by M”. We define 
W,(J) to be the columns 
{[x , ,.**, X,-I, 1 +x,y:xl ,..., x,-, EJ,x,EJ2, 
J=Jx, + ... +Jx,-, +J(l +x,)}. 
LEMMA 2.1. If x, ,..., x, E J, the following are equivalent: 
(a) Sx,+...+Sx,~,+S(l+x,)=S, 
(b) Jx, +a.. tJx,-, +S(l txn)=S, 
(c) Jx, t ..a tJx,-, tJ(1 +x,)=J, 
(d) -x,EJx, t .a. tJx,-, tJ(l tx,). 
Proo$ Suppose 
a,x, + .a. + an-,x,-, = 1 - a,(1 + x,) 
for a, in S. Squaring both sides, we see that 
b,x, t a** + b,-,X,-l = 1 -b,(l +x,) 
for some b, ,..., b,-, in J and b, in S. So (a) implies (b). Clearly (b) implies 
(a). Multiplying equation (a) by J, we see that (a) implies (c). Clearly (c) 
implies (d). Adding 1 +x, to (d) yields 
which implies (a). I 
Notice that the equivalence of (c) and (d) imply that if I c J are ideals of 
any two subrings of S (with the same unit), then W,(I) c W,,(J). 
Now E,(J) acts on W,(J) by left multiplication. Since the last column e, 
of 1, lies in W,(J), this action is transitive if and only if E,,(J) e, = W,,(J), 
that is, if and only if W,(J) is the set of last columns of matrices in E,,(J). 
We say J has stable rank sr(J) ,< n when for any x0,..., x, in J with 
J= Jx, + ..a tJx,p, tJ(l +x,) 
there exist y, ,..., y, in J for which 
J=J(x, ty,x,)t ..e tJ(x,_, tyn-,x0) 
t J(l + x, + y,x,). 
LEMMA 2.2. If sr(J) < n - 1, then E,,(J) acts transitively on W,,(J). 
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Proof. Suppose [x ,,..., x,- , , l+x,]“EW,(J), wherex,=a,b,+..*+ 
a,,, b, for some a, and bi in .I. Left multiplying by 1, - x,e,, changes the first 
entry of this column to -x,x,, and the new column still lies in W,(J). Since 
sr(J) < n - 1, there exist z~,..., z, in J with 
J = J(x, - z2x,x,) + *a- +J(x,.-, -z,_,xIx”) 
+ J(1 + x, - z,xrx,). 
Then x,-z,,x,x,=(l-zZ,x,)x,=a;b,+...+a:,b,, where al = 
(1 - z,x,) a, E J for each i. Choose u, ,..., u, in J with 
x,x,+b,=u*(x*-z2x,x,)+...+u,~,(x,_,-z,-,x~x,) 
+ U”( 1 + X” - z,xr XJ. 
Then left multiplication of the original column by 
(1, -a&J fi Cl, + ujey) c j=2 i 
X 
i 
fj2 (1, + ziei*) (1, -wJ 
1 
yields a column in W,,(J) with first entry b, and last entry 1 + xk, where 
xA=aib, + *** + ah- r b,_ r . By repeating this process, matrices from E,(J) 
can be used to reduce the column to [b,,..., lltr and then, in the obvious 
way, to e,. I 
LEMMA 2.3. If sr(S) < n, then sr(J) < n. 
Proof: Suppose x0 ,..., x, E J and J = Jx, + . . . + Jx, _ 1 + J( 1 + x,,). By 
Lemma 2.1, 
1 = UOXO + ..* + a,-,X,-l + a,(1 +x,) 
for some a,,..., a,_ I in J and a, in S. Then 
s = Sa,x, + sx, + **a + sx,-1 + S(l f x,). 
Since sr(S) < n, there exist z1 ,..., z, in S with 
S=S(x, +z,a,x,)+ *** +S(x,-, +ZnpIaoXo) 
+ S( 1 + x, + z,a,x,). 
By Lemma 2.1, we may replace each S in this equation with J, and since 
~,a,, ..., ~,,a~ come from J, we see that sr(J) < n. 1 
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Here we are mainly interested in the action of E,(J) on W2(J); by 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, this action is transitive when sr(S) < 1, which occurs if 
S/rad(S) is artinian (see 12, p. 2381 or [ 17, p. 3851). However, the action of 
E,(J) on W,(J) may be transitive under more liberal conditions, as we see 
below in Theorem 5.1. To this end, we prove: 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose Z c J are ideals of a ring S with unit. Zf E,(J/Z*) 
acts transitively on Wz(J/Z2), then E,(J) can be used to reduce any element 
of W,(J) into W,(Z). 
ProoJ Entrywise reduction modulo Z*- commutes with matrix 
multiplication and defines a map W,(J)-+ W,(J/Z*) and a subjection 
E,(J) -+ E,(J/Z*). If ME E,(J), 
[ 1 1 :y E W,(J)3 
and modulo Z*, 
then 
X 
A4 1+y [ 1 E W*(Z). I 
LEMMA 2.5. Let S = M,(R), where R is a semilocal commutative ring. 
Zf b = (b,) E S with 
c Rb,=R 
iJ 
and a E S with S = Sa + Sb, then there exists x in S with determinant of 
a+xbequalto 1. 
Proof. For i and j in {l,..., m} let eij denote the matrix in S whose only 
nonzero entry is 1, appearing in the i, j-position. Let P, ,..., P, be the distinct 
maximal ideals of R. For each i choose ri in R with ri = 1 mod Pi and ri E 0 
mod Pj forj # i. Choose s and t in {I,..., m} for which b,, g Pi. Perform one 
of the following four operations: If b,, S? Pi, do nothing. If b,, E Pi but 
b,, e P,, right multiply b by 1 + r,efl. If b,, and b,, E Pi but b,, e Pi, left 
multiply b by 1 + r,e,,. If bll, b,, and b,, E P,, left multiply b by 1 + riers 
and then right multiply by 1 -t rie,, . The entries of b have not been altered 
modulo Pj for j # i, but now b, , @ Pi. Performing this procedure successively 
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for i = 1, 2,..., n puts an element u of GL , (R) in the 1, l-position. Use 
elementary transvections to clear the first row and column, obtaining 
where b’ E M,- i(R) and y, z E E,(R). 
By [ 19, Theorem 31, sr(R) < 1 implies sr(S) < 1. So for some x0 in S, 
a, = a + x,b lies in GL,(R). Let a,z = (aij) with determinant d in GL,(R). 
Let 
m 
x, = c (ail d-l - ail) u - ‘q,. 
i-l 
Then x, ybz + a,z is a,z with its first column multiplied by d-‘. So 
1 = det(x, ybz + a,z) = det(x, yb + aO) = &(a + (x, y + x0) b), where x = 
x, y+x,ES. I 
3. THE REDUCED NORM 
Throughout this secton F is a characteristic zero field with a subring R, 
integrally closed in F, and A is an n-dimensional (n < co) central simple F- 
algebra. Then there is a field extension E of F and an E-algebra isomorphism 
u: E@,A rM,(E), 
where m* = n. If a E A, the reduced characteristic polynomial p,(t) of a is 
the characteristic polynomial of a(1 @ a), In fact pa(t) E F[t] and is 
independent of the choice of E and u. If a is integral over R, then p,(t) 
E R [t]. The reduced norm v : A + F is defined by v(u) = det o( 1 @ a) = 
(-l)“p,(O). By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, a is a root of its own reduced 
characteristic polynomial. So if II is an R-order in A and u E VI, then 
v(u) E R n ‘Uu. 
LEMMA 3.1. If 23 is an R-order in A which is free us an R-module, and 
23=23c+23bforbinBandcinR,thenR=Rc+Rv(b)=Rc+RnBb. 
Proof. Left regular representation of A over an R-basis of b restricts to 
an injective R-algebra map p : B -+ M,(R). Let 1 = xc + yb for x and y in 8. 
Modulo Rc, i=detp(l) =det@(y) p(b))=detp(y) det p(b)=detp(y) 
i&$6). So for some r in R, 1 = rc + det p(y) det p(b). Now by [ 15, (9.7)], 
det p(b) = v(b)“; so the result follows. 4 
It is useful to have a polynomial description of the reduced norm. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If a ,,..., a,, is an F-basis of A contained in an R-order 23 of 
A, there exist polynomials pi(x, ,..., x,) in R [x, ,..,, x,,] for which the reduced 
characteristic polynomial of each 
” 
a= C ciai 
i= 1 
p,(t) = ~ (-l)i pi(C, )...) C,) t’. 
i=l 
Proof. To simplify notation let X= (x, ,..., x,,}. The ring R[X] is 
integrally closed in its field of fractions F(X) and A(X) = F(X) 0, A is a 
central simple F(X)-algebra with basis 1 0 a1 ,..., 1 @ a,, . Also u induces an 
&X)-algebra isomorphism : 
6 : E(X) @ A (X) r M,(E(X)). 
F(X) 
Since R [X] OR 8 is a finitely generated R [Xl-module, 
a = i xi( I @ ai) 
i=l 
is integral over R [Xl. So p,(t) has coefficients in R [Xl. 
But p,(t) is the characteristic polynomial p(x, ,..., x,, t) of 
B 102 ( X,(1 @ ai) = k X,&(1 @ 1 @ ai) i=l 1 i= I 
= 9 x,a(l @ a,). 
i=l 
so P(C 1 ,..., c,, t) is the characteristic polynomial of 
g,Ciu(lOo,)=o (10 i Ciaij> 
i=l 
which is p,(t). 1 
Then ~(2 ciai) =po(cI ,..., c,) for ci in F. 
48 I/84/2~4 
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4. THE USE OF STRONG APPROXIMATION 
In this section let F be an algebraic number field with ring of integers R, 
and let A be a central simple F-algebra with P-basis a, ,..., a, which is also 
an R-basis of an R-order 23 of A. Here all reduced norms are those from an 
algebra to its center, and their kernels are denoted by SL, . 
If k is an R-algebra, let Y(k) denote the set of zeros in k” of 
P& ,-.*3 qJ - 1, defined in the previous section via a, ,..., a,. Then 
Y(F) = SL ,(A) and -Y(R) = SL ,(B). 
If P is a maximal ideal of R, let Rp and $‘p denote the P-adic completions 
of (R -P)-’ R and F, respectively, and let 6, = R, OR (23 and 
ap = Fp @,A. Then 1 @a,,..., 1 @ a, is an P,-basis of A,, and the local 
reduced norm Cp :ap + gp of 
2 ci(l 0 ai)> 
i=l 
for ci in Fp,, is pO(c i,..., cJ. So L?(Fp) = SL,@,) and .Y’(R,) = SL,@,). 
If M is the set of all maximal ideals of R and 9 is a finite subset of J, 
define the 9-adele rings: R(9) = JJR,, B.(Y) = n’%,, P(Y) = n’fl,, 
and a(Y) = n’AP, where each direct product n is taken over all P in 
J? - C4a, and where n’ is the restricted product, consisting of those “tuples” 
with all but finitely many entries in 8, and 6,, respectively. The ring 
operations and reduced norm v : a(9) + E(9) are defined entrywise. Iden- 
tifying A with its diagonal embedding in A(Y), the elements a, ,..., a, form 
an P(Y)-basis of a(Y) as well as an R(Y)-basis of 6(Y). So for ci in 
w% 
v -F ciai =p&,,..*, c,); c ) f5, 
thus Y(P(9’)) = SL,(a(Y)), while Y@(Y)) = SL,(%(Y’)). When .Y is 
empty, drop it from the notation and use 8, 9, E and a. 
Endow each 6, with the P-adic topology, 8 with the product topology, 
and A with the smallest opology in which b is an open topological subring. 
By the strong approximation theorem for the (almost) simple, simply 
connected algebraic group SL,(A), if A is noncommutative and Eichler, then 
with the induced topologies, SL ,(A) is dense in SL,@). (For a proof, see 
[16, Section 141.) 
As an application of strong approximation we obtain a key result 
(notation as above): 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume A is noncommutative and Eichler. Suppose c E R 
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and for every maximal ideal P of R containing c, 6, is a maximal &,-order 
and ap z M,,,(~~). Then : 
(a) There is an R-algebra isomorphism : $/bc z M,,,(R/Rc). 
(b) If c, E R and R = Rc, + Rc, the composite map 
1 + Bc, c. 8 -, b/de -+ M,,,(R/Rc) 
induces a surjective homomorphism 
X,(1 + Bc,) -+ SL,(R/Rc). 
Proof: By [22, p. 2021 the set 9 of maximal ideals of R for which either 
6, is not a maximal x,-order or aP & M,(8’P) is finite. For each maximal 
ideal P not in 9, choose 
pp : lip cz M,(Fp) 
to be pP-linear. By [ 15, (17.3)], the inner automorphisms of M,(iP) act 
transitively on its maximal &,-orders; so we may assume that 
VP@P) =K@P). 
If P is a maximal ideal of R not in 9, and e > 0, then there is a 
commutative diagram 
in which the vertical maps are canonical, and the isomorphisms are defined 
by PP. 
Taking e to be the power to which P divides Rc, and applying opp 
entrywise, we obtain the commutative diagram 
6(Y) z w#wN 
3 
W) 
1 1 1 (4.3) 
B(Y)/%(Y) c E M,(lq2q/R(~) c) -% Rl(3ypqY) c. 
By the Chinese remainder theorem, the bottom isomorphism defines 
v, : B/R 2 M,(R/Rc) 
as required for part (a). 
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The top of diagram (4.2) is the local reduced norm G,. So the bottom is 
defined by the same polynomial, p,,(x, ,..., xn), and the left square restricts to 
,Y(&,) z SL,(zt,) 
1 1 (4.4) 
.iqlt,/P) z SL,&p). 
Since pe is a radical ideal of iP, the vertical maps in diagram (4.4) are 
surjective. So if c E P, reduction modulo ? defines a surjective map 
SL,(l + B,c,) = SL,@,) = q&J -+ q&p). 
So reduction modulo c defines a surjective composite at the bottom of the 
commutative diagram 
SL,(l + 8c,) 4 F(R) --) .Y(R/Rc) 
1 1 1 (4.5) 
SL,( 1 + @c,) cX+ F(L?) + .Y(@?c). 
Since SL,(l +&,) is open in SL,(a) and SL,(l +Bc,)=SL,(A)n 
SL,(l + bc,), and since SL,(A) is dense in SL,(a), it follows that 
SL,(l + 23c,) is dense in SL,(l + &,). The kernel of the bottom of (4.5) is 
open in SL,(l + dc,), and the right side is injective; so the top is surjective. 
By [ 15, (33.3)], the top of diagram (4.3) restricts to the global reduced 
norm v: B --t R. So the bottom is defined by pO(x, ,..., x,), and v, restricts to 
an isomorphism 
.F(R/Rc) z SL,(R/Rc). 
Composing this with the top of (4.5), we obtain part (b). 1 
5. STABILITY FOR NONCOMMUTATIVE EICHLER ORDERS 
As in the Introduction, a semisimple finite dimensional Q-algebra A 
decomposes as V @ C @ H, where C is the sum of commutative components 
and H the sum of totally definite quaternion algebra components. We refer to 
any E-order in a sum of components from V@ C as an Eichler order. The 
simple components of V are exactly those in which some (and hence every) 
order has infinitely many elements of reduced norm 1. 
Indeed, suppose A is a finite dimensional simple Q-algebra with a H-order 
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VI. If A is commutative, SL,(‘u) = 1. If A is a totally definite quaternion 
algebra, &!,,(?I) is a closed discrete subgroup of the compact group SL,(IH)’ 
(where r is the number of real embeddings of the center of A), hence is finite. 
Conversely, if S&(U) is finite, A is a division ring. If it is noncommutative, 
the norm from GL,(S) to GL,(R) has finite kernel (and cokernel), where S 
and R are the rings of integers in the maximal subfield and center of A, 
respectively. Arguing with ranks and the Dirichlet unit theorem, it is routine 
to show A is then a totally definite quaternion algebra. 
For a simple component of V we may also expect large groups of 2 x 2 
elementary matrices over its orders: 
THEOREM 5.1. If A is a &ice dimensional simple Q-algebra which is 
noncommutative and Eichler, then for every ideal J of any Z-order U in A, 
the set of last columns in E,(J) is 
0 
E,(J) 1 [ 1 :xEJ,yEJ*,J=Jx+J(l +y) 
Proof. Let F be the center of A, with ring of integers R. There is an F- 
basis a, ,..., a,, of A contained in RU for which a, = 1 and 8 = 
Ra, + .e. + Ra, is a subring of A. If J= 0, the theorem is immediate. 
Suppose J # 0. Then 8 and J are finitely generated Z-modules containing Q- 
bases of A, and there are nonzero rational integers d and d’ with aY c ‘Z and 
d’d c J. Let c1 = dd’. 
Since J/J*ci is a finitely generated Z/&:-module, it is a finite ring. It is 
therefore an ideal of some finite ring S with unit. Since S is semilocal, 
sr(S) < 1. So by Lemma 2.3, sr(J/J’ci) < 1 as well. Then by Lemma 2.2, 
E,(J/J’ci) acts transitively on W,(J/J*c~). By Lemma 2.4, therefore, E,(J) 
can be used to reduce any element of W,(J) into W,(Jcf), which lies in 
IV&&,). Thus it suffices to prove that E,(%,) acts transitively on W,(~C,). 
Let 9’ be a finite set {PI,..., P,) of maximal ideals of R such that for each 
maximal ideal P of R not in 9’ there is an FP-algebra isomorphism 
for m* = n, with p&8,) = M,(R^& as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Choose a 
nonzero element c2 of c,P, a** P,. If c E R and R = Rc + Rc,, then c and c, 
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1. 
Suppose 
4 
[ I b E W2@33cd* 2 
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Let b, = Cr=, riui, b, = JJy=, sicli and x = Cy=, xiui for ri, si in R and Xi in 
F. Suppose 
for tijk in R. Then 
where 
n 
aiaj = 1 tijka, 
k=l 
b, + xb, = 5 Ukak, 
k=l 
uk = rk + 1 xisjtijk E R [x1 ,..., x,,]. 
id 
Since @A) < 1, there exists x in A for which b, + xb, E GL,(A). Then 
v(b, + xb,) # 0; so treating x, ,..., x, as indeterminate% p,,(u ,,..., u,) # 0. 
Since Rc, is infinite, pO(ul ,..., u,) does not vanish for some x, ,..., x, in Rc,. 
That is, v(b, + xb,) # 0 for some x in dc,. Since b, + xb, is a root of its 
own reduced characteristic polynomial, 
V(b, + xb,) E R n B(b, + xb,). 
Thus, after multiplying 
we may assume R n bb, # 0. 
Choose a nonzero element c3 of R n db,. By Lemma 2.1, with ideal dc,, -- - 
23 = dc, b, + Bb,. Modulo Bc,, therefore, B = $clb, + Bb, Since %!4 is 
finite, sr(g) < 1; so for some b, in 93, b3F, b, + b, E GL,(d). Therefore 
23 = d(b, ci b, + b2) + Bc, . So after multiplying 
b, 
[ 1 b, by [ b31c, ; ] E &(=I), 
we may assume 2I = Bb, + dc,. 
The previous paragraph works as well when c3 is replaced by c2: c3. So we 
may assume B = Bc,c, + 86,. By Lemma 2.1, b = dc, c2c3 + db,. So by 
Lemma 3.1, R = Rc,c,c, + R n db,. If 
b, = 2 siai 
i=l 
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for si in R, then 
and, by the R-linear independence of 1 = a,, a, ,..., a,, we conclude that 
n 
R n Bb, c c Rsi. 
i=l 
so 
R = Rc,c,c, + i Rsi. 
i=l 
Since sr(R) < 2 and A is noncommutative, so that 2 < n, there exist yi in 
Rc,c, for which 
R = i R(q tyic,). 
i=l 
Let 
y= 2 yiai. 
i=l 
If c, = b, b, for b, in b, then after multiplying 
we may assume 
b, = 2 siai 
i=l 
with si in R and 
R = i Rsi. 
i=l 
Since y E dc, it remains true that b = Bc, + db, . By Lemma 3.1, therefore, 
R=Rc,+Rndb,. 
Choose r in R and c, in R n Bb, with 1 = rc2 + cd. By Lemma 4.1(a), 
there is an R-algebra isomorphism 




R = \‘ Rsi, 
iF1 
it follows that the entries of q(b, + 23c,) generate R/Rc, as an ideal. Let 
6,= b, c, for b, in %3. Then B = Bb, + Bb,, and modulo Bc,, i3 = Bb, + 
Bb,. By Lemma 2.5, for some w in %3, r&b, + wb,) = cp(b,) + q(W) ~(6,) has 
determinant 1. After multiplying 
we may assume b, = b,c, , where b, E 8 and v)(b6) has determinant 1. 
By Lemma 4.1(b), there exists an element z in SL ,( 1 + ac,) with p(Z) = 
~(6~). Then F = b,, and b,-zEBc,cBb,. So b,-z=bb2 for some b in 
b. Then -zc,, (1 - b,) ZC’/C, and -bc, belong to Bc, , and 
6. BYPASSING NONCOMMUTATIVE EICHLER COMPONENTS 
After a slight adjustment, Theorem 5.1 can be used inductively to bypass 
noncommutative Eichler components to obtain stability information about an 
order in a finite dimensional semisimple Q-algebra. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose A = V 0 D is a decomposition of finite dimen- 
sional semisimple Q-algebras, and V is simple, noncommutative and Eichler. 
Let ?I be a Z-order in A with image 2? in D, and let J be the kernel of the 
projection : Yl + 5). Then 
E,(J) ; [ 1 = W,(J). 
Proof: Let 3 be the image of ‘u in V. Then 9l is a subdirect sum of 
3 @ % and there is a surjective pullback of rings: 
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for some finite ring 9. So f restricts to an isomorphism from the kernel J of 
g to the kernel J’ of h. 
By Theorem 5.1, 
E,(J’) 
Since f( W,(J)) = W,(J’), f(E,(J)) = E,(J’) and f is injective on 
it follows that 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A = V@ D be a decomposition offmite dimensional 
semisimple Q-algebras, and suppose every simple component of V is noncom- 
mutative and Eichler. Let U be a Z-order in A with image 3 under projection 
to D. Then an element x in K,(U) is represented by a unit of U if and only if 
its image in K,(B) is represented by a unit of 3. 
Proof: Since V has finitely many simple components we may use 
induction to reduce to the case where V is simple. As in Lemma 6.1, let J 
denote the kernel of the projection g: ‘?I + 3). Then g can be factored as the 
composite 
For clarity, identify each GL, with its image in GL in the usual way. 
Recall that wd : GL,(‘u) + Kl(21) is surjective. Suppose ME GL,(‘uj and 
u E GLl(%) with wd(u) = wd g(M). Then y/O(M) = N,,u for some NO in 
E(3). Since the kernel of t,u is the nilpotent (hence radical) ideal J/J’, there 
exists u, in GL,(?I/J*) with I,v(u,) = u. Since v is surjective, we can lift 
transvections; so there is an N, in E(‘U/J*) with w(N,) = NO. Then 
B(M) 24;’ N; ’ is congruent to the identity matrix modulo J/J’. Such matrices 
are kept in this form by multiplication from E(J/J*), and since their diagonal 
entries are units, they lie in E(‘U/J*) GL,(YI/J*). In particular, 8(M) = 
N,u,N,u, = N,(u,u,) for some u2 in GL,(%/J’) and N2, N, in E(‘U/J*). 
Choose N in E(2l) with B(N) = N,. Then N-‘M is congruent to u,u, modulo 
J* ; so it is among the invertible matrices with off diagonal entries in J, 1, l- 
entry in u2u, + J*, and remaining diagonal entries in 1 + J*. Such matrices 
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are kept in this form by multiplication from E(J), and if such a matrix is in 
GL,(2I) for some n > 1, then its nth column is in W,,(J). By Lemma 2.3, 
sr(J) < 2; so by Lemma 2.2, N-‘M (and hence M) lies in E(J) GL,(U) E(J), 
and by Lemma 6.1, in E(J) GLl(21) E(J) c E(%) GL,(‘u). So wd(M) is 
represented by a unit of ‘II. 1 
In the above proof the normality of E(A) in GL(2I) allows us to express 
all row and column operations as left multiplications from E(U). Since E,(‘U) 
is normalized by GL,(U), the same argument proves that for M in GL,(%), 
g(M) E E,(3)) GL,(D) if and only if M E E,(U) GL ,(a). 
THEOREM 6.3. If ‘u is a Z-order in a finite dimensional semisimple 
Eichler Q-algebra, there is an exact sequence 
where d is the image of ‘u in the sum of commutative simple components. 
Proof. Define @ to be 
K,(‘2l) --f K,(a) = wd(GL,(K)) x SK,(K) 
followed by projection to SK,(B). That is, /? is given on a representative 
matrix by projecting entries to a, and then dividing a row by the deter- 
minant. The composite /I wd is trivial since a 1 x 1 matrix over C is its own 
determinant. The map /I restricts to SK,@) + SK,(K), which is surjective as 
in [ 10, Theorem 11. If x is in the kernel of /I, then the image of x in K,(K) 
lies in wd(GL,(a)). S ince the algebra is Eichler, we may take 3 = (r. in 
Theorem 6.2; so x is in wd(GL,(U)). 4 
Note 6.4. If a number field F is not totally real, then FG is Eichler for 
any finite group G. But if F is totally real, then FG is Eichler if and only if G 
has no noncommutative homomorphic image in the unit quaternions 
SL,(IH); that is, no quotient among the groups 
Q, = generalized quaternion of order 4n(n > l), 
P, = binary polyhedral of order n = 24, 48 or 120. 
If ‘?I = RG, where R is the ring of integers in F, the sequence becomes 
GL,(RG)*K,(RG)-+SK,(R[Gab])-+ 1, 
where Gab denotes the abelianization of G. 
Note 6.5. For R the ring of integers in a number field F, and G any finite 
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abelian group, G. Higman proved (in [4, Theorem 31) that any torsion unit 
of RG is a trivial unit (= rg for r in GL,(R) and g in G). When G is finite, 
but not necessarily abelian, C. T. C. Wall proved (in [21, Proposition 6.51) 
that the torsion part of K,(RG) is an internal direct product: 
wd(GL,(R)) x wd(G) x SK,(RG). 
So if FG is Eichler, Theorem 6.3 implies that any nontrivial element of the 
kernel of 
SK,(RG) + SKI(RIGab]) 
is represented by a unit of RG which is 
(a) torsion modulo E(RG), and 
(b) f any trivial unit modulo E(RG). 
Such an element shows that even in the abelianization K,(RG) of GL(RG), 
Higman’s theorem does not generalize to nonabelian groups G. 
Note 6.6. Even if FG is not Eichler, we get information from 
Theorem 6.2. If 
K = 0 kernel(G-+ GL,(IH)), 
where the intersection is over all group homomorphisms, then ‘u. = RG and 
D = R [G/K] satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2, since F[ G/K] includes 
all the simple components of FG which are commutative or are totally 
definite quaternion algebras. 
EXAMPLE 6.7. Since QG is Eichler if and only if G has no quotient 
among the groups 
and SK,(L [ Gab]) = 1 if and only if G has no quotient among the groups 
(for odd primes p), it follows immediately that K,(EG) is represented by 
units for all finite simple groups G, as well as the symmetric groups S,. For 
some finite simple groups G, SK,(ZG) does not vanish (see [ 14, 
Theorem 5.51); these illustrate Note 6.5. 
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EXAMPLE 6.8. Let G be a nonabelian group of order p3 for an odd prime 
p. Then SK,(LG)# 1 (by [II, Proposition IS]), but SK,(L[Gab]) = 1; and 
QG is clearly Eichler. Such groups G also illustrate Note 6.5. 
EXAMPLE 6.9. Suppose G = Q, x L z x Zz. In [4 1, Higman proved that 
GL,(LG) = *G. So by Wall’s decomposition of the torsion part of K,(ZG) 
above (see Note 6.5), no nontrivial element of SK,(ZG) is represented by a 
unit. However, SK,(Z[Gab])= SK,(Z[(L,)4])= 1, while a direct 
computation with methods from [ 141 shows SK,(LG) z Z,. Thus even the 
sequence 
SL,(LG)+ SK,(ZG)- SK,(L[Gab])+ 1, 
which is exact under the conditions of Theorem 6.3, may fail to be exact at 
SK,(ZG) when the Eichler condition is dropped. 
7. QUATERNION GROUPS 
Stability for K,,(ZG) breaks down when QG is not Eichler; for example, if 
G is a generalized quaternion 2-group, LG has a nonfree stably free ideal 
(see [ 161). The key use of strong approximation in the previous results 
suggests that unit representation of K,(ZG) might fal as well for nonabelian 
subgroups G of SL,(IH). We now show that such failure does occur, but not 
for the quaternion 2-groups. First we need a way to bypass all Eichler 
components, commutative as well as noncommutative. 
For any Z-order ‘u and any rational prime p, let 
denote the p-adic completion of VI. As in [ 111 let 
Cl,(U) = ker SK,(%) -+ u SK,&) 
P 
where the map is induced by completions at every rational prime. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A be a finite dimensional semisimple Q-algebra and 
let H denote the sum of its non-Eichler components. Let ‘u be a Z-order in A 
with image $j under the projection A + H. An element x ofK,((%)/Cl,((u) is 
represented by a unit of ‘u if and only if its image in K,(B)/Cl,(Sj) is 
represented by a unit of $. 
Proof. Let C be the sum of commutative components of A, and let a and 
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a denote the images of ZI under the projections from A to C and C @ H, 
respectively. These projections define a surjective pullback 
a-9 
I I (7.2) 
a - s, 
where S is some finite commutative ring. Tensoring with 2, for any prime p 
yields a surjective pullback 
where So,, is (additively) the Sylow p-subgroup of S. Completion at p 
connects the Mayer-Vietoris sequences of these squares in a commutative 
diagram :
Because EP is commutative and semilocal, the map: KZ(Ep)-+ K,(S,,,) is 
surjective (as is seen from the relative sequence of gp --t S,,, using 12, (9. l), 
p. 2661). So a is surjective, and aP is the zero map for each p. 
Since the reduced norm on K,(3) factors through /?, the kernel of /I 
(= image of a) lies in SK,(ID), and by the diagram, in Cl,(D). Because /? is 
K, of the inclusion 3 + $j @ K of H-orders in H 0 C, it follows (from [ 11, 
Lemma 11) that /I restricts to a surjection 
and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence induces an exact sequence 
l : KlP) II, K,@> K,(c) CP) CZ,(!!j) x a,(a) - GL1(s)* (7.3) 
Suppose x in K,@t)/CZ,((u) has its image in K,($j)/CI,($) represented by 
a unit u of 8. Since G is commutative, SK,(E) = C/r(&); so the image of x 
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in K,(tI)/CZ,(tI) is represented by a unit u of tI. Since S is finite and 
commutative, SK,(S) = U,(S) = 1; so u and v have the same image in 
K,(S) = GL,(S). By the pullback property of (7.2), they have a common 
preimage y in GL,@). Since /? in (7.3) is injective, y represents the image of 
x in K,(B)/CZ,(B). 
Since A + H @ C is a projection to components, C/,(U) + Cl,(%) is 
surjective (see [ 11, Lemma 11). So by Theorem 6.2, x is represented by a 
unit of 2I. I 
Throughout the rest of this section we restrict attention to group rings of 
generalized quaternion groups (except for a brief consideration of binary 
polyhedral groups in Corollary 7.16). Denote by Q, the generalized 
quaternion group (also called the dicyclic group) of order 4n, and fix the 
presentation 
Q, = (a, b : a”b - ‘, b- ‘abu). 
Since a generates a cyclic normal subgroup of order 2n, replacing a by the 
for d dividing 2n, decomposes UJQ, as a ring direct sum 
as a Q[<,]-vector space, and multiplication is inherited from 
QQ, = Q![u] @ bQ![u]. 
(For a proof, see [9, Sections 6, 71.) Then A( 1) = Q[b] with b2 = 1, and 
A(2) = Q[b] with b* = (-1)“. If d > 2, then A(d) is the cyclic algebra 
which may be written as a[[,, b] where bib- ’ = 1 for A in a[c,] and 
b* = [i. In particular, if d > 2 and dl n, then A(d) is the Eichler algebra 
M,(Q(& + &‘I). Note that a” + 1 defines a surjective homomorphism 
QQ, -+ OD,, where 
D, = (a, b : u”, b2, b - ‘ubu) 
is the dihedral group of order 2n. This map is just projection onto @d,n A(d), 
killing the components in which b2 = -1. 
If d > 2 and 2n/d is odd, then A(d) is a totally definite quaternion algebra. 
In this case b2 = -1, and replacing b by j defines an isomorphism 
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where IH = R [ i,j] (with i* =j* = -1 and ij = -ji) is the division ring of real 
quaternions. For m > 2 we use the notation 
H(m) = Q[C,,jl = IH 
and 
b(m) = z [LJI = WN. 
The reduced norm 
is given by v(A +jp) = AX + ,@ (for A and ,u in a[{,]), extending the norm 
~:Q[c,l+Q[cm+c,‘l 
given by N(A) = AX. So the following result contributes to the study of 
reduced norms on s(m). 
LEMMA 7.4. Fix m > 2. The extension a[[,,, + & ‘1 c Q[&,,] is 
unramz@ed at all finite primes unless m = pr or 2p’ for some prime p, in 
which case it is totally ramified at the unique prime P dividing p in 
a[&,, + [; ’ ] and unramz$ed at all other finite primes. Furthermore, every 
totally positive unit of E [(I, + [; ‘1 is a norm from L 1 (I,,, 1 if and only if the 
relative class number h,* is odd. 
Proo$ The first statement is proved by a routine computation of 
differents or discriminants (see, for example, 19, Proposition 11.11). For the 
last statement we appeal to the work of H. Hasse (31. 
To simplify notation, assume m is even (if m is odd, then Z[[,] = Z I[,,]), 
and let k=Q[(,] and K,= Q![[, + (;;‘I, with class numbers h, and h,$, 
respectively. Then the relative class number is hz = h,/hz. Let 
U= G~@[L,l) and U+ = GL,(Z [cm + [; ‘I). There are subgroups 
S c NUc Tc U+, where S denotes the squares of elements in U’, NU is 
the group of norms from U, and T is the group of totally positive elements of 
CJ+. 
As with the question of ramitication, there are two natural cases to 
consider: (a) m/2 is not a prime power, and (b) m/2 is a prime power. By 
Satz 27 in [3, p. 711, U is generated in case (a) by real units and 1 + &,, and 
in case (b) by real units and &,,. Note that in case (a), 
2+C,+C,‘=(l +LJ(l+c,‘)=L’(l +L)’ 
lies in NU but not in S; so in case (a), NU/S g Z/2& generated by 
2 + c, + [; I, whereas in case (b), NU= S. 
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Thus Satz 42 in 13, p. 1201, applied to the extension K,, c K, says that if 
h,* is odd, then T = NU; and that the converse holds if hz is odd. Therefore 
the Lemma is proved once it is shown that T = NU implies h,; is odd. 
Suppose T= NU and hz is even. By class field theory (see (8, 
Section X1.51) it follows that within the Hilbert class field of K,, there is a 
quadratic extension K,(G) unramified at all primes (finite and infinite). 
Then d lies in T but not in S. As shown above, this can only occur in case 
(a), and only for d = 2 + [, + [; ’ = (cZ, + ($)I, up to squares in K,). But 
then K,,(a) has, as its ring of integers, 
and K, c K,(&) . IS seen by a discriminant calculation to be ramified at 2. 
From this contradiction, the desired implication follows. 1 
If W is a subset of a group G, we let ( W) denote the subgroup generated 
by W. With some exceptions, we can now specify generators of the groups 
associated with a(m). Recall that B(m) = sj(2m) when m is odd. 
LEMMA 7.5. For any even m > 2, 
(a> S~,(Sj(m)) = (L,d, and 
(b) GL,CiW))= (G~,(~II,,,lM); and 
(c) K,($j(m)) = (wd GL,(L I[,]), SK,($j(m))) if and onlv if the class 
number h, is odd. 
ProoJ: Fix u = 1 +jp E S+,(@(m)), where A, p E Z[<,]. Then 1 = V(U) = 
Ax+ p&. If &I # 0, then 0 < U < 1 under all real embeddings, whence 
But this contradicts the fact that nX is integral over Z. 
Thus, u = d or $ for some I with AX = 1. Since the Galois group of U4[ , ] 
over Q is abelian, this implies that J. has absolute value 1 under any 
embedding of Q[[,] into G. So A is a root of unity by [8, pp. 104-1051. 
Since m is even, the roots of unity in h[[,] are (C,); and (a) is proved. 
Assume now that 1 +jp E GL,(Z[&,,,j]); we must show that 1~ = 0. It 
suffices to do this when 4 1 m. Suppose ,u # 0. Then 
So by (a), 1’ =G,u or A + 1 = 0. If A2 =,&u, then A2 is real and totally 
positive, and so A= I. Then 
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a contradiction. Hence A + 2 = 0. But (A +jp) i is also a unit; so 
(Ai) + (Ai) = 0, and I - I= 0. Thus 1= 0, proving (b). 
The composite 
is the ordinary norm homomorphism N, so K,(b(m)) is generated by 
wd GL,(Z[&,,]) and X,($(m)) if and only if 
If !JJI is a maximal order of H(m) containing B(m), then 
where T is the group of totally positive units in Z I[,,, t Z; ‘1. 
If m is a power of 2, then T consists of squares and hence norms (see 13, 
Satz 6, p. 291). So the desired containment holds, and by Lemma 7.4, h, is 
odd. 
Suppose m is not a power of 2. Since the extension a[<,,, t &‘] c Q[&,,] 
is quadratic, it is tamely ramified, by the first part of Lemma 7.4. So by 1241 
and [ 15, (3.24)], b(m) is hereditary. Then, according to [25, Theorem 2(ii)], 
vK,(5j(m)) = vK,(YJI) = T, and the desired iesult follows from 
Lemma 7.4. I 
LEMMA 7.6. Fix an integer n > 1 and let $j = $(2n) = L [ &,,j] c H. 
(a) If n is not a prime power, then SK,(b) = 1. 
(b) If n =pr, where p is an odd prime, let 
v: 8 = ~It;,Jl --t F,IA 
be the projection defzned by q(&,) = 1. Then the sequence 
1 -+ SK,(($) 3 GL,(F,[ j]) --% GL,(F,) + 1 
is exact, where N(13 + jp) = A2 $ ,u2. So SK,(B) is cyclic of order p + 1 (if 
p=3mod4)orp- I (ifp- 1 mod4). 
(c) Ifn= 2’, then SK,(B)= wd(&,+,,j)g Z, x Z,. 
ProoJ: We prove the lemma in three steps. In Step 1 we show that 
SK,(B) = 1 if n is not a prime power, and that 
=,(8) = SK,(&) 
481/84/2-5 
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if n =p’ for some prime p. In Steps 2 and 3 we compute SK,(G,) for p odd 
and p = 2, respectively. To further simplify notation, let H = H(2n). 
Step 1. Since OQ, -+ H is projection to a direct factor, Cr,(ZQ,) -+ 
CZ,($j) is surjective by [ll, Lemma l(i)]. Since C/,(ZQ,) is trivial 113, 
Theorem 41, so is Cl,($). It follows (as in [ 11, Section 11) that 
SK,(B) 2 Ll SK,(%,), 
P 
the isomorphism being induced by the embeddings $j -+ 6,. 
Fix a prime p. If n is not a power of p, then the extension 
a[&, + c,‘], c a[&,], is unramified (by Lemma 7.4), and by [8, p. 501, 
-1 is a norm in the extension. Therefore fin is a product of 2 x 2 matrix 
rings over a[[,, + c,‘],, and by [ 15, (40.14)], 5, is a corresponding 
product of maximal orders in these matrix rings. By [ 15, (18.7)] these orders 
are isomorphic to M,(Z It;,, + &‘I,); and so SK,(G,) = 1. It follows that 
SK,($) = 1 if n is not a prime power, and that 
SK,@) z W(%,) 
if n = p’ for some prime p and r > 0. 
Step 2. Assume n =pr for some odd prime p. Then !?j = Z [c,, ,j] = 
Z [&,,j]. Furthermore, since 1 - &, generates the maximal ideal of p,[t;,,l and 
F, [ j] is semisimple, 
ker(q : 6, + lFp[ j]) = (1 - &,) Gp = rad 5,. 
In particular, rad 6, is principal, generated by a non-zero-divisor, hence is 
projective. Therefore 5, is hereditary (see [ 15, (39.1)]). So, as in the proof 
of [ 11, Lemma 31, D. Quillen’s localization exact sequence takes the form 
K&i?,) --) K2(fip) --* K,(~,M) -, SK,@,) + 1. 
So, since Ep[ j] g F,, or F, @ F,, the group SK,(G,) is finite of order 
relatively prime to p. 
Let R=Z(C,,+C,‘] so that R^,, = t,[&, + [,‘I. From [ 20, Theorem 10 
and Corollary 11, we know that 
Ki(s,) E K,($,/rad 6,) x pro-p-group, 
and 
Ki (H,) E K, (&,/t-ad R^J x pro-p-group. 
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Since the kernel SK,(s,) of the reduced norm 
i$: K&)-t K,(&) = GL,(&) 
has order relatively prime top, it is also the kernel of the induced norm N on 
the first factors. Thus there is an exact sequence 
l-SK,(~,)~GL,(F,[j])~GL,(F,)- 1. 
Now F,[j] z F,[x]/(x’ + 1) IFP[x], which is FP@ EP ifp = 1 mod 4, and IFP, 
if p = 3 mod 4. It follows that SK,($,) is cyclic of order p f 1, whichever is 
divisible by 4. 
Step 3. It remains to consider the case n = 2’. The proof for n = 2 can 
be found in [6, Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.51,; so we restrict attention to 
the case r > 1. For simplicity we use the notation G = Q, = Q,, and 
CC= &I+‘, so that !$ = Z [[J]. We study K,($,) by comparing it with 
K, (2 z G), using the methods and notation from [ 121. 
By [ 15, (33.3)], local and global reduced norms agree on 8. So wd(<) and 
wd(j) lie in SK,(!fi,). To shorten notation, we drop the “wd” when the 
ambient group is specified; so (Cj) c SK,(s,). The composite 
Gab 2 K&G) - K,(‘&) - K,(&P&) 
E K,(F,D)- K&Dab)% GL,(F,Dab) 
(where D is dihedral of order 2r+‘) f ac ors through ([,j) in K,(s,), and has t 
image Dab. Since Gab z Dab E Z, x Z,, and the composite maps Gab + 
([,j) -+ Dab are surjective, it follows that (in SK,($,)) ([,.j) g Z, x Z,. 
Since SK,@,) is finite, and since the only torsion in GL,(H[c + <-I]) is 
{ f 1 }, there is an exact sequence 
1 - ‘K,(~*) --) torsion K,(‘*) 
(Li) i 1 G.i> 
4 (*l}. 
In addition, the last map is surjective: If < = & = m’4, then 
u(3+r+rZ+2r3)=15; 
and since any element of 1 + 8f z is a square in 2 *, v(x) = -1, where 
x= (3 + t + <’ + 2~3)(-15))“2 E 8,. 
Since v(x’) = V(X)’ = 1, x2 represents an element of the torsion group 
SK,(s,); so x represents a torsion element of K,(s,). 
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Thus in order to show that SK,($,) = (l;,j), it only remains to prove that K,(&) torsion ~ c 1 (LO 
has order 2. The projection z,G + 8, (replacing a by [) is surjective, with 
kernel the radical ideal (1 + b2) 2, G. So by (2, pp. 86 and 266) there is an 
exact sequence 
1 +(I +b*)&G* K,&G) 
C-1, a, b) 
K&52) - l 
-0 . 
(7.7) 
As in [12], let 
U&G) 
Wh(Z2G)= K,(f,)(a, b) = 
K,@,G) 
GJ~,(Z,)(G~) ’ 
Then the canonical map from K,@,G) induces a split short exact sequence 
where E denotes the augmentation map f 2 G + 2 *. 
To study the outer terms of this sequence, we need a 2-adic logarithm. By 
[2, Corollary XI. 1.41, the ring 2, G is local with maximal ideal J = 
rad z,G = ker(i?), where E: z,G -+ F, is E followed by reduction mod 2. 
Acording to [ 15, (6.15)], some power of J lies in 22, G. Therefore 
Log( 1 + z) = z - z2/2 + z3/3 - * *. 
converges in Q, G whenever z E J. If x, y E GL , (Z 2 G) = 1 + J and xy = yx, 
then a direct manipulation of terms proves that 
m(v) = Log(x) + Lo&Y). 
Since 2, G is compact and 1 + b2 is central with its square in 22, G, it 
follows that 
Log(1 + (1 + b2) t,G)c t,G. 
As in [7, Lemma 2, p. 771, the restricted map 
Log: 1 + 2z,G+ ?,G 
is continuous. 
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Let Z = ker(s) be the augmentation ideal in 2 z G, and let I= Zlr,, where Z, 
is the a,-linear span of the set 
{x-gxg-‘;xEZ,gEG}. 
Let @ : 2, G + 2, G be the linear extension of the squaring map on G. By 
[ 12, Proposition 10 and Theorem 21, there is an exact sequence 
l-Wh(t,G)~~J+Gab- 1, (7.9) 
where Z is defined on a representative x in GL,(z, G) by 
T(x) = (1 - $@) Log(x/&(X)) = (1 - #(Log(x) - &(Log(x))), 
and where, for 13,. in 2, and gi in G, 
w C&g, +Jg,‘. 
( 1 
Now consider the 2-adic logarithm map 
Since Log(-1) = iLog( 1) = 0, Log defines an isomorphism from 
GL ,@,)/{ f 1) to 42, (the exponential map provides an inverse). Combining 
this with (7.9) and using (7.8) we obtain the exact sequence 
1 - h&G) 
(-1, a, b) 
2,-x 2,s Gab- 1, (7.10) 
where w’(x, v) = w(x), and for a representative u in GL, (2, G), 
T’(u) = (( 1 - f@)@%(u) - 44(u))), f4wdu))). 
Combining (7.7) with (7.10) yields an isomorphism: 
(7.11) 
rx t, 
r’(1 +(l +b’)&G) +Gab 
So it remains to show that this kernel has torsion part of order 2. 
We claim 
Log(1 + (1 + b*) &G)= (1 + b’)J. 
Indeed, the proof of Lemma 4 in [ 121 can be generalized to show that 
J= {x-x’;xE &G}. 
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Since b2 is central in G, for each x in 2, G series expansions yield 
commuting elements x = x0, x,, x2,..., of 2, G for which 
Log(l+(1+b2)x)=(1+b2)(x-x2)-2(1+b2)x,, (7.12) 
and for s > 0, 
Log(1 +2’(1 +b2)x,)=2S(1 +b2)x,-2”+‘((1 +b2)xs+,. (7.13) 
Since 2 E J, (7.12) implies 
Log(1 + (1 + b2) z,G) c (1 + b2)J. 
For the reverse containment, add up Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) to obtain 
(1 +b2)(x-x2)= f Log(1 +2”(1 +b*)x,) 
s=o 
= Log(1 + (1 + 6*)x) + Lim S,, m-m 
where 
S, = c Log( 1 + 2’( 1 + b*) xs) 
s=1 
Since Log is continuous on 1 + 22,G and (1 + 2(1 + b*) z,G) is compact 
(because z,G is), it follows that Log(1 + 2( 1 + b*) z,G) is compact, and 
hence contains Lim S,. Then 
(1 +b*)(x-x*)ELog(l +(l +b2)??,G) 
as claimed. 
Recall that J= ker(Z) = 22, + I. It follows that Log(1 + (1 + b2) z,G) is 
the ?,-linear span of the elements 2(1 + b*) and (1 + b*)( 1 -g) for all g in 
G. Therefore by (7.1 l), r’(l + (1 + b*) 2, G) is the .?,-linear span of the 
elements 
((1 - f@)(2(1 + b*) - 4), 1) = (2(b2 - l), 1) 
and for all g # 1 in G, 
((l-;@)((l+b*)(l-g)),O)=(b*-g-gb*+g*,O). 
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The retraction IX 2, -+ r taking (x, v) to x - 2(b* - 1) y has kernel 
spanned by (2(b* - l), 1); so it induces an isomorphism 
Ix t, 
1: I;lL, 
a(1 + (1 + b*) &G) - 
where L is the f,-linear span of the elements b* -g - gb* + g2 for all g # 1 
in G. 
To clarify this quotient, we choose appropriate z,-bases. In G fix 1, a, 
2 a )...) a”-‘, b*, b, ab as conjugacy class representatives. By transvections the 
elements of G are transformed into the z,-basis ( 1 } U B, U B, of 2, G, 
where 
B, = {a - 1, .* - l,..., a”-’ - 1, b* - 1, b - 1, ab - l), 
B, = {a-’ -a, u-* -a* ,..., a”+’ -a”-‘, 
a*b - b, a4b - b ,..., aZn-*b - b, 
a3b - ub, a5b - ab ,..., a*“-‘b - ab). 
Then B, U B, is a z,-basis of Z (obtained by transvections from the basis 
{ g - 1; g E G, g # 1)) and B, is a i?,-basis of Z,. So the cosets represented 
by B, form a Z,-basis of i 
Using B, the generators of L are reduced to 
{b* - ui -an-i + a*‘(0 < i < n/2), 2(b* - a”‘*), 
2(b* -b), 2(b* - ab)}. 
Expressing these in terms of B, shows there is a basis of E obtained from B, 
by transvections and sign changes, which includes 
{b2 - ai -an-i + a2’(0 < i < n/2), b* -a”‘*, b* -b, b* - ab). 
In this basis it is clear that f/L has torsion part @,/2~,)” z (??Y2)3, generated 
by 
(b2 -a”/*, b* - b, b2 - ab). 
By (7.14), the torsion part of 
rx t, 
Z’(l + (1 + b*) 2,G) 
is (Z,)‘, generated by 
{(b* - dJ*, o), (b2 - b, O), (b* - ab, 0)). 
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I-‘(1 + (1 + b*) ‘?I,G) + G”b 
has torsion part generated by (b* - a”‘*, 0) of order 2 as desired. 1 
Equipped with these Lemmas, we now present our main results on ZQ,,: 
THEOREM 7.15. K,(ZQ,) is represented by units ifn is a power of 2. 
ProoJ In this case, o[Q,] has only one simple component 
A(2n)s H(2n) that is a totally definite quaternion algebra. Also, by Ill, 
Proposition 121, Cl,(ZQ,) = 1. So by Theorem 7.1, it will suffice to show 
that all elements of K,(9(2n)) are represented by units. Since h2,? is odd for 
n a power of 2 (see [ 3, Satz 6 and 42]), this follows from Lemmas 7.5 and 
7.6. 1 
THEOREM 7.16. For any (odd) prime p, K,(ZQ,) is represented by units 
if and only if the class number h, is odd. 
ProoJ: Agarn, a[ Q,] has only one simple component A(2p) z H(2p) 
which is not Eichler; and Cl,(ZQ,) = 1 by [ 13, Theorem 4 1. So any x in 
K,(ZQ,) is represented by a unit if and only if its image in K,($j(2p)) is. Let 
D be the image of ZQ,, in the algebra C@ H r a[j] @ al[,,,jl. Projections 
of algebras induce the usual surjective pullbacks: 
where y reduces coefficients mod p and q reduces coefficients in Z [ &,I mod 
1 -r,. 
First assume h, is odd, and fix x in K,(3)). Then, by Lemma 7.5(c), 
p*(x) = wd(y)z for some y in GL,(Z[&]) and z in SK,(!$(2p)). Also, 
&(x1 E K,(Z Id> = WY so rldtdx) E (A. But ‘I* WY) = V(Y) E GL,P,); 
so q,(z) E (GL,(F,), j). By Lemma 7.6(b), N(q,(z)) = 1; and this implies 
that q*(z) E (j) = v* wd(j). Since ‘I* is injective on SK,(8(2p)), by 
Lemma 7.6(b) again, z and hence p*(x) is represented by a unit of s(2p). So 
by Theorem 7.1, K,(ZQ,) is represented by units. 
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Conversely, assume h, is even. By Lemma 7.5(c), there exists x in 
Ki(Sj(2p)) such that V(X) is not a norm from Z[&]. Let 
be reduction mod p = (1 - &,)( 1 - [; ‘). Then 
(i) GL,(v’) is surjective: v’((<i - l;,-i)/(t;, - &‘)) = i for p/i; 
(ii) a’(v(x)) is a square: v(x) is totally positive, and r,r’ does not 
distinguish between conjugates over Q, so 
h’w>>l’p-‘)‘2 = Ir’[~~,rp+J,I1,o(v(X))l = ’(l  = 1. 
Hence (after replacing x by xu-‘, if necessary, for some u in 
GWWp + C;‘lN we may assume that q’(v(x)) = 1. Then 
rldx) E keV: GU~,[J’I) + GL(F,N = v*(SK&3(2~))) 
by Lemma 7.6(b); and we may assume (again changing x if necessary) that 
q,(x) = 1. Finally, since 
has odd order, we can replace x by an odd power, if necessary, to get 
x E ker~Kl(8t2p))-,Klt8t2p)/2)l. 
Since a/2 z 5(2p)/2 @ H [j]/2, it follows that x = /?*(x’) for some x’ in the 
kernel of Kl(D) -P K,(T)/2). So by the other pullback square above, x’ lifts to 
y in K,(ZQ,). But by assumption, v(x) is not a norm from Z [&,I ; and hence 
(by Lemma 7.5(b)) is not represented by a unit in $j(2p). It follows that y is 
not represented by a unit in ZQP. I 
COROLLARY 7.17. If G is a binary polyhedral group P,, , P,, or PI,,, 
then K,(ZG) is represented by units. 
Proof: This follows by hyperelementary induction (see [S, Theorem 3]), 
since the nonabelian hyperelementary subgroups of these groups are Q2,, Q, 
and Q5, and SK,@ [-I) vanishes on the abelian hyperelementary 
subgroups. I 
THEOREM 7.18. For any prime p = -1 mod 8, K,(HQ,,) is not 
represented by units. 
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ProoJ Projections to WI,, (D, = the dihedral group of order 2n) and to 
A (8) @ A (8~) define a surjective pullback : 
ZD,, - W-55. 
So it is enough to find x in the kernel of K,(8) + K,(!5/28) not represented 
by a unit of 8. 
Projections to A(8) and A(8p) define a surjective pullback : 
So by 19, Proposition 10.11, (6, /I) induces an isomorphism 
b WV W~P) 
2b z 2u(8) @ 2%(8p) 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
since p is odd. Also, since y is reduction mod p, it factors as 
B(8) -i t, @ ‘u(8) + ‘110, 
p%(8) 
where (as in Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 7.6) 
The minimal polynomial of & + & ’ over Q is x2 - 2. Since p = -1 mod 8, 
F, contains roots fw of x2 - 2; so by Kummer’s theorem (see 123, 
4 - 9 - l]), p splits in Z[C, + cc’], and 
‘u(8) -z M,(F, x “J. 
p%(8) 
For convenience set c = &, . By [8, Corollary, p. 731, the elements 
1 -r2 
1 +c=,_i and 1+r*= 
1 -r” 
iq 
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are units in H [[I. Define : 
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Then u E GL,(Z [cl), a(u) E F,[&,], and u E 1 mod 2. 
Since the residue degree ofp in Z [C,] is the order of p (= -1) mod 8, there 
are isomorphisms: 
F,[[,] E Fp’x1 F, [xl 
(x4 + 1) = (x2 - WX + 1) 
qx1 
x (x2+wx+ 1) 
= N Fp2 x Fp2. 
Let 8: F,[[,] + IFP2 x IF,,> denote the composite. 
Since 0(&, + &I) = (w, -w), it follows that 
8cf(u) = e i 
cs + cc’ J-2 = (( 2 ; w)‘“-“:‘, (;ww)(-2). 
2 + c* + cc 
Furthermore, (2 + w)(2 - w) = 2 is a square mod p; so 
(2 + w)‘“-“/2 = (2 _ ,)(P- I)/* = * 1. 
Also (p - I)/2 is odd, so the coordinates above have opposite signs. Finally, 
WEF p ; so the coordinates are f 1, and 
Ba(u) = *(l, -1). 
Since 0 is injective, this implies that a(u) = k(& + &‘)/w, which is 
central in ‘%(8)/p%(8) E M,(ff, X Fp). Therefore det a(u) = a(u)’ = 1; and 
hence a* wd(u) = 1 in Kl(%(8)/p%(8)). By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for 
(7.19), there exists x in K,(Sj) with p*(x) = wd(u) and 6,(x) = 1; and by 
(7.20), x is in the kernel of K,($)+K,($/2&). 
Suppose x = wd(v) for some u in GL,($j). Then 
6(u) E E(‘U(8))n GL,(‘u@)) = WV9) n (C,,.C = (0, 
by Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6. Since i in s(8) is the image of a2 = b-la-‘ba in 
e 4p, we may alter u so that 6(u) = 1 while x is unchanged. Then a/?(u) = 
@(II) = 1, and 
P(u) E (GL,(z [r;lM>; 
so /3(u) lies in GL,(Z [[I). Therefore 
PW’ u EWWP))~GL,(~[CI), 
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which is contained in (C) by Lemma 7.5(a). Hence u(u) = c@(v)- ’ u) E 
cr([,,) = (C,), contrary to the fact that a(~) = k(& + [; ‘)/w. 1 
Note 7.21. Using strong approximation for SL,(A), R. G. Swan proved 
that for n > 2, 
~,G&(‘U)=V,GL,(A)~ f-j v%(@~) , 
c P 1 
and that the same equation holds for n = 1 when A is Eichler (see [ 16, p. 
1771). Thus the assertion that “K,(‘U)/SK,@I) is represented by units of ?I” 
is a local-global norm principle, which holds when A is Eichler. That this 
principle may fail without the Eichler condition was demonstrated by an 
example in [ 161. Theorems 7.16 and 7.18 provide such examples even when 
‘II = ZG for a finite group G. 
For any finite group G, the quotient 
K, (zG> 
SK,(LG) . wd GL,(ZG) 
is always a 2-group; this follows from Theorem 6.3 and standard induction 
techniques, since QG is Eichler if G is p-hyperelementary for odd p. 
Theorem 7.18 gives an example where the quotient is nontrivial. The next 
question is whether it always has exponent 2. We finish by showing that this 
is, in fact, the case if G g Q, for any n. (By quite different methods the result 
can also be shown for G any 2-group.) 
THEOREM 7:22. For any n > 1 and any x in K,(ZQ,), x2 is represented 
by a unit of ZQ,. 
Proof. For any subgroup H of a group G, let Q(G/H) denote the QG- 
module which has the left cosets of H in G as a Q-basis, and where G acts 
on them by left translation. To simplify notation, let n = 2’m, where m is 
odd, and set k = 2’. Inside Q, let Z,, = (a), Z,, = (a”‘) and Qk = (a”‘, b). 
We claim that, as QQ!,-modules, 
Q(Q,/G,> 0 Q(Q,/Qd’ g WQ,/z,,) 0 Q2. (7.23) 
To see this, note first that as QH,,-modules. U4(Q,/Zz,) z Q2 and 
UJ!(Q,/Z,,)r Q(Z2,/Z2k)2 z CJ(Q,/Q&‘. In other words, for any i, the 
characters of ai under the two representations in (7.23) are equal. The 
characters of b and ab are also easily shown to agree; and so the characters 
agree on every conjugacy class in Q,, proving (7.23). 
If H is any subgroup of Q,, let 
Ind$ and Res$ 
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denote the induction and restriction maps in K, and K, determined by the 
inclusion H+ Q,. By Frobenius reciprocity (see (2, Proposition XI. l.lO]), 
for any x in K,(Cl.Q,), 
Indp Res$(x) = x . Ind$ (1 ), 
where 
IndiiV I= IQ OaaH QQ, I = P(Q,/Wl E KdQQJ. 
So by (7.23), using additive notation in K,, 
Ind$ln Res$in + 2 Ind$ Res$ - Ind:;, Resqn 2K 
is multiplication by 2 in K,(ClQ,), and hence also in K,(ZQ,), since 
WK,(~Q,) -, K,<QQ,,>> = sK,(zQ,) = 1 
by [ 13, Theorem 41. In particular, for any x in K, (ZQ,), x2 is a product of 
elements induced up from Zzn, L,, and Qk = QIr, and is (by Theorem 7.15) 
represented by a unit. 1 
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